
Resamania: a management platform that clicks

with fitness centers

E V O L I S S U C C E S S  S T O R Y

End-to-end visibility on 

operations

Besides automating management 

tasks, Resamania offers a 

comprehensive reporting interface, 

with financial statistics and 

comparative analysis, cash 

management metrics and customer

behavioral analysis: managers, 

therefore, have a consolidated and 

granular visibility into the operations 

of their club. Note, that a specific 

engine makes it possible to control 

the overall activity in real time: 

outstanding payments from 

customers, sales opportunities,

absence of coaches, daily reports

of the welcome desk, and more.

L E I S U R E

A single membership card, personalized 

for each subscriber to a gym, which is the 

key to all the sports facilities: this is the 

promise of the Resamania platform, 

which plays a vital role in the daily 

management of sports clubs.

A central, web-based and 

multifeature platform

“To design the ideal management tool

for gyms, we focused on automating

management processes, after carefully

auditing each of these processes”, 

explains Frédéric Buisson, Managing 

Director, Resamania. “Today, our platform 

covers all admin tasks, from customer 

management and schedules, to 

subscription management and settlement 

of payments. These features are 

integrated and available online without

the hassle of an onsite deployment, and

are offered for a monthly fee: the solution

can, therefore, be up and running quickly

and avoids the traditional heavy upfront 

investments”. In response to customers

requests, Resamania started offering an

access control feature, and this brought

the vendor to partner with Evolis and use 

their printers to customize membership 

badges.

Access control automation

These badges make access to the 

facilities as smooth as silk, and support a 

variety of access control methods 

adopted by gyms: bar code, transponder, 

tripod, strike or portico. Each time a 

subscriber shows up, Resamania checks if 

his subscription is valid, and if all 

prerequisites are complied with. The 

member/holder picture is displayed in real 

time on the screen for a visual inspection 

by the staff at the welcome desk. Each 

badge also hosts the picture of its bearer. 

“It is always rewarding for a member to 

have a card with his own picture,” says 

Frédéric Buisson. Note that check-ins 

automatically feed the Resamania CRM 

database, so that attendance can be 

tracked in real time. Besides access 

control, the badge also facilitates the use 

of locker rooms, and helps configure 

selected sports machines according to the 

holder’s profile.

CHALLENGE Streamline the access to fitness clubs and gyms

MARKET Sport and fitness clubs

APPLICATION Multifeature member badges

SOLUTION EVOLIS Primacy printers

For fitness and gym buffs, it is only natural to gain seamless access

to their sports facilities, keep their appointment with their favorite

coach at the scheduled time, or have their monthly subscription

renewed without breaking a sweat about it. But very few of those

sport fans actually know about the multifarious management tasks

that unobtrusively take place in the background. They might actually

find the Resamania platform, offered by the company of the same

name, whose goal is to automate daily management tasks. This

platform is today smartly associated with the Primacy printer from

Evolis to personalize membership badges, and to control the 

access to gyms and sports facilities.

www.evolis.com



T E C H N O L O G Y

Primacy, the double-sided printer from 

Evolis was adopted by Resamania to 

customize membership badges. The 

welcome desks at fitness clubs generally 

host 2 or 3 workstations which require the 

printer to be networked. This is 

performed using the Ethernet port of the 

Primacy. The printing process generates, 

as a first step, a PDF with a picture of the 

subscriber, as well as some personal 

data (name, expiration date, etc.). This file 

is then sent for printing to Primacy, which 

customizes the color badge in less than a 

minute. On the other hand, Resamania 

recommends customers the use of a print 

ribbon in half panel, a perfect fit for partial 

color printing (picture in color and text in 

black). This hybrid ribbon proves itself to 

be a cost saver.

A printer that scales to 

customer requirements

Besides efficient printing and superior 

quality, Primacy is a flexible option to 

cope with any access control deployment 

scenario. Selected gyms may go in for 

identification based on a barcode printed 

on the card, while others would require an 

advanced access control process 

involving RFID, with cards that can be 

read at short range to speed up the 

access. “As of today, these RFID cards 

are preprinted and encoded, but we may 

leverage Primacy to perform the encoding 

onsite in the future. We are, indeed, 

studying the possibility of using the badge 

at vending machines”, says Frédéric 

Buisson. In that case, Primacy can then 

be upgraded onsite with an RFID 

encoder, and be instantly available for 

use.

www.evolis.com

T E S T I M O N Y

How did you hear about Evolis?

It all started with our customers 

requesting an easy-to-use solution to 

personalize their access badges. We 

conducted a benchmark of different 

solutions in the market, and were 

diligently advised by Odeosys, our usual

supplier of consumables. We then met 

with ACTS, an Evolis reseller, who proved 

very responsive in supporting us, as 

evidenced by the loan of a demo printer 

at the world fitness trade fair in 2013. This 

allowed us to promote our offering. So 

far, we already have 4 clients and we 

expect to capture 1 to 2 new customers 

per month.

What is the market feedback 
regarding Primacy?

Market feedback is excellent. The 

Primacy printers are easy to install and 

easy to use. Besides, the installation is 

often performed autonomously by the 

users themselves. For such users, the 

printing speed and the capacity to 

network the printer are seen as vital 

strong points. Users also value the use of 

tape in half-panel, of a capacity of 400 

cards. We believe that this ribbon 

generates substantial savings that helps 

pay back for the printer in less than 6 

months, as compared with using a 

conventional color ribbon.

What are your future projects?

Our solutions have been successful 

beyond the French borders, and we 

intend to internationalize our platform. 

We also plan to design new features, 

including automating the follow-up of 

selected members that have not 

attended their gym for a certain period of 

time. We also plan to expand the scope 

of use of the cards, making them 

compatible with vending machines in 

particular. Evolis, as we already know, 

thanks to their international presence and 

versatility of products, provides the 

technology and support required for our 

development projects.

Frédéric Buisson - General Manager

EVOLIS SUCCESS STORY

More information on www.resamania.fr

400 000

This is the annual volume of member 

badges personalized at gyms that 

have selected Resamania.
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